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Finalist for the Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Critics Circle Award"A testament to the
power of creativity in language, life—and love." —Heller McAlpin, Washington PostIt is a truism
that lovers have their own language. And the love story—extending over more than forty years—
of acclaimed writers Diane Ackerman and Paul West is equally a story of the love of language
and its mysteries. In this heart-warming, uplifting memoir, Ackerman explores the brain’s ability
to find and connect words—and of the latest science behind what happens when it fails to do so.
Exposing both the terror of losing language and the giddy exhilaration of its recovery, Ackerman
opens a window into the experience of wordlessness and testifies to the joyous necessity of
wordplay for the health of both mind and spirit.
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GuidePART ONETHECARTOGRAPHYOF LOSSCHAPTER 1TRAILING PLASTIC TUBES,
PAUL MADE HIS WAY ACROSS THE room, steeped in twilight, and I was struck by how the
body sometimes looks like the sea creature it is, a jellyfish with long tentacles, not really a fish at
all but a gelatinous animal full of hidden symmetries, as well as lagoons and sewers, and lots of
spongy and stringy bits. But mainly salt water. Lugging tubes and cables, he had joined the
hospital’s bloom of deep-sea creatures. But all that would soon change because he’d been
cleared to leave the following morning, though he’d still be taking potent antibiotics.“We escape
at dawn!” he stage-whispered over his shoulder in a British sergeant-major voice. The prospect
made us both a little giddy.For three weeks, he’d languished in this high-tech cove, with a kidney
infection that had waxed systemic, one of those staph bugs older than sharks or ginkgo trees,
and I’d camped out with him lest he trip over the leashes dripping fluids into or out of him.I’d
been on book tour for An Alchemy of Mind when I learned Paul had to be hospitalized, and
curtailed my travels to fly straight home. But the magic and glory of the brain was still very much
on my mind, so, lounging in a visitor’s chair, propped up on pillows, I passed the time browsing
back issues of Cerebrum and Brain in the News. From my thermos, I poured us cups of the hot
grain drink Roma, which smelled of chicory and graham crackers.After all, we’d been down this
wharf before, too many times. Twenty years earlier, when he was only fifty-five years old, Paul
had battled a devastating heart arrhythmia that nearly killed him. After months of my sensing that
something wasn’t quite right—the jazz I heard in his chest when we curled up in bed; how pale
and clammy he sometimes grew, especially after meals—I’d finally convinced him to see a
doctor by insisting it was the only thing I wanted for Christmas, the gift of being able to set my
mind at ease. A friend had recommended a superb and kind cardiologist in a nearby city, whose
verdict was that Paul needed a pacemaker to chime in whenever his heart paused too long
between beats. Otherwise he might suddenly pass out, maybe for good, just as his father had
from the same malady in his seventies. For Paul, that meant a weeklong hospital stay in



Syracuse, the first of many such trysts, and Paul lamenting, broken-spirited: “I used to be such a
lion.”When he woke up, after a four-hour surgery during which his heart had twice spat out a
pacemaker wire, cleverly insinuated down veins and lodged in the heart muscle, I’d greeted him
with my best hundred-watt smile, and holding a stuffed lion.Ever since that day, we’d driven the
hour-and-a-half over wintry, dimly lit roads for checkups, pacemaker tests, and
echocardiograms, always anxious, then relieved, and sometimes edgy again, living a predictably
uncertain life, much like the “regular irregularity” of his arrhythmic heart.Other medical
escapades followed, like the time when routine lab work revealed a blood sugar level of 800
(normal is around 100), signaling diabetes, and a new regimen began of blood-sugar tests, a
special diet, and three more pills. Or when Paul’s blood pressure kept soaring, and we had to
drive that glassy road to Syracuse again and again, to monitor and reblend his cocktail of
medicines. Or the days he fretted in the hospital in Ithaca, receiving IV antibiotics for cellulitis, an
infection of his body tissue that began innocently, at a small scratch on his toe, but quickly
launched a dangerous campaign up his foot and leg.This time, a systemic infection was scary
enough, but not as harrowing as what we’d been through before. Since the hospital was likely to
be our home for a few weeks, we had settled in as best we could. I provided a pantry of canned
goods and snacks on a corner table, scented soap and favorite comb in the bathroom, cozy
slippers, my knitting, and a library of books along the windowsill. Paul adapted in his own
inimitable way: he grew so bored that he wrote a complete sonnet cycle about the Egyptian god
Osiris.The past three weeks had been alternately calamitous and withering, as Paul battled the
staph infection and also kidney stones that had to be shattered with laser strikes, and I’d felt
picked over by the gulls of worry. The inescapable din of shifts changing, trolleys rattling, visitors
streaming, and machines pinging had played havoc with my peace of mind. At least I’d been
able to come and go, while Paul felt bedfast and caged almost to the point of frenzy. Every
evening we watched the setting sun’s hallelujahs beyond the sealed window and ached to go
home. I looked forward to our being alone together again and at ease, among native routines,
with hour upon hour of unfailing quiet.THEN THE LIGHTNING strike. Paul shuffled out of the
bathroom and stood at the foot of the bed, eyes glazed, his face like fallen mud. His mouth
drooped to the right, and he looked asleep with open eyes that gaped at me in alarm.“What’s
wrong?”He moved his lips a little, making a sound between a buzz and a murmur. For a moment
I had the odd thought he might have a mouthful of bees. Then my spine filled with ice, and I felt
as if the floor dropped twenty feet. A decade before Paul had had a Transient Ischemic Attack
(TIA), a brief stoppage of blood flow to the brain, igniting strokelike symptoms that pass, but
often predict a true stroke. I recognized its burred speech and rigid face. Anything but that! I
thought, struggling to comprehend. Not now! Not again!“Are you having a stroke?” I finally found
the words to ask. But he didn’t need to answer. I could feel my head shrinking tighter, as I leapt to
my feet and frantically guided him into my chair. Then I grew suddenly numb and thought: This
can’t be happening! Stay calm! Figure out what to do! Maybe it’s just another TIA, like last time—
a nightmare, but not the end!I ran for help, sighted a nurse, and blurted out: “I think my



husband’s having a stroke!” And together we rushed back to the room, down quaking corridors,
and found Paul sitting like a stone pharaoh—hands in his lap, expressionless, staring straight
ahead.“Please get a doctor, get a doctor!” I pleaded. “If it’s a stroke and he needs to be given
tPA, there isn’t much time!” I knew of tPA, the miracle clot-busting drug that can sometimes
reverse a stroke if it’s given during the first three hours. TPA—the letters sounded like a dead
ringer for abracadabra.She paged a doctor, and began asking Paul questions I didn’t hear,
taking his blood pressure, temperature, and pulse matter-of-factly, as if nothing mind-bending
were happening, nothing like the detonation of a virtuoso brain, nothing like the collapse of our
whole world. His blood pressure was high, and he couldn’t grip with his right hand. Too slow, too
slow! I thought.Still time, still time, I kept telling myself, with an eye on the clock. I hugged Paul
tight, as if I could staunch some wound, and tried to reassure him. But it sounded false as I said
it. How could I comfort him when he was colliding at speed with himself? All I could do was hold
him, even if he didn’t respond. Sitting limp and hollow-eyed, he seemed to be in another solar
system. Suddenly he looked at me, full of wordless horror, and I knew he knew what was
happening.A doctor on duty rushed in, methodically brisk, checked the vitals on the clipboard,
and seemed shockingly calmer than I was, a member of another species.“Can you smile?” he
asked Paul.He couldn’t.“Can you speak to me, tell me where you are?”He couldn’t.“Can you
raise your arms?”He couldn’t.“Look at this pen,” the doctor said, moving it slowly from left to right
across his line of sight. “Can you follow it with your eyes?”He couldn’t.Sirens started wailing
inside me. I knew those four quick diagnostic tests for stroke, and Paul had flunked.Don’t leave
me, I silently pleaded. Instead time and space did, rotating around both of us, and I felt tippy, as
if I were on shipboard in a bow-cracking storm. The bed’s stainless steel began frying sparks,
the walls curved into a bowl, and the nurse’s voice scratched like an old-fashioned Victrola
needle.As for Paul, he later told me that he’d felt assaulted by things bright and metallic, a twitch
in every fiber of his being, bouncing pulses, weird ringing in his ears. There were odder
phenomena too, from a shaking sound in his head to a noise like crumbled tea leaves from
somewhere in his lumbar region. Also a belfry of quiet tinkling that roamed around his head. As
his world tried to right itself between earth and heaven, he felt the presence of a wispy halo,
making him wonder if he’d become one of the elect. Whenever the belfry sounds decreased for
a slim moment it drove him mad with delight. The dark night of the merry-go-round flashed
through his mind. In his mouth, a taste balsamic and crude, which he fixed upon with all the
rapture of a man touching a toothache in the night.His fingers, partially deprived of sensation,
felt waxlike, dull, opaque, brutalized, and wouldn’t respond. His whole body defied touch, as his
flesh converted to something stiffer. It wasn’t an unpleasant sensation, just different. He felt
somewhere, without thinking the words: What’s happening? I’m alive. Sort of. A British
policeman’s stern baritone demanded: What’s all this here?Then the unfamiliar doctor asked me
a streak of questions, and suddenly coming back from a great distance, in a shaky voice I
described the events and tried to fill him in on Paul’s medical history as quickly as possible. He
wrote cryptic notes on a chart in a slow loopy scrawl, the pen scraping like a quill across my



jangled nerves. But there was no way he could assimilate all that was happening to this one
particular soul—a heart patient he’d never met before, a brilliantly strange mind, let alone my
sweetheart and life’s companion.What were Paul’s eyes fixed upon with that blank stare? I had
the distinct sense that he wasn’t seeing at all, at least nothing in the outside world, but down the
wrong end of a telescope, peering at the red and yellow shambles behind his eyes.Tearfully
brittle, my world still spinning, I left Paul with the doctor and rushed into the hallway, where,
talking into the tiny perforations of my cell phone, I delivered the news to Dr. Ann, our beloved
M.D. and friend. Dr. Ann is one of the last old-time family doctors, who visits her patients in the
hospital every day, and often becomes part of their extended family. Her voice sharply focused
yet intimately sad, she explained that since Paul was on Coumadin, an anticoagulant for his
heart, he couldn’t take tPA. I’d also heard of clinical trials using vampire-bat saliva after a stroke,
and Paul would have loved the idea of medical rescue by vampire bats. But Coumadin would put
the vampire-bat saliva off-limits, too. For him, there was no silver bullet. She assured me that it
was still too early to know if the symptoms would be permanent. Meanwhile, she promised to
muster a team of specialists and order a battery of tests.An hour later, out of Paul’s earshot, a
neurologist holding a CAT scan told me a tale of a tragedy whose likely outcome I heard but tried
not to imagine, as if by not picturing it I could magically prevent it. The films in his hand showed a
ravaged brain: Paul had a small wasteland in the left middle frontal gyrus (a gyrus is a bump or a
ridge); dead zones in the right and left parietal lobes; swaths of weakened brain cells elsewhere.
While my eyes trusted the images, my mind fled to the edges of the hall and tried to slide under
the paint, shell-shocked, desperately fending off the news. Silently, I screamed, No, no, no, no,
no, no no!, hoping somehow to parry reason. It was no use. The images weren’t a diagnosis, but
I grasped their implications well enough to half extinguish hope. What worried me the most was
the damage in Paul’s left hemisphere to the key language areas and the fibers connecting them:
a withering nightmare.For Paul, the wordsmith I loved, the most likely culprit was a large clot
infused with bacteria from his kidney infection. Shaken loose by his irregular heartbeat, it had
traveled to his brain and lodged in his middle cerebral artery, stopping the river of blood that
supplies nourishment to a vast terrain of hills and ridges. I found myself imagining the havoc
nonetheless, though I had to limn it in my mind’s eye, and pretend it was a rural landscape at a
distance, not human, not intimate. At exactly the same time, with wincing clarity, I knew the truth.
In nonretractable moments, whole networks of neurons had died, a lifetime’s verbal skills,
knacks, memories.What had vanished? RAF days on the Isle of Man, when he and his pals had
flown to London for lunch, and kept mum about Prince Philip’s night flights to visit a bevy of
girlfriends? Our Floridian sojourns? The model airplanes of his boyhood, with which he single-
handedly won the war? Would he remember his own books? His sister? Our history?CHAPTER
2WE HAD FALLEN IN LOVE AT PENN STATE, IN THE EARLY 1970s, when I was a flower-child
undergraduate and he a professor with yards of education, wavy brown hair, and a classy
English accent. Somehow, though just a sophomore, I’d signed up for his graduate
Contemporary British Literature course. There I perched in a back corner, surrounded by the



familiar last-row smells of sweaty overcoats, chalky erasers, smoky-caramel leather-bounds,
musty old paperbacks and cloth-bounds redolent with mildew and book lice, tart newly inked
fare, more acidic editions printed on European papers. A few students had deckle-edged novels,
whose virgin pages forced a reader to muscle in and possess them, slicing pages open with
worldly-wise aplomb. Fascinated by the discussions, I rarely said a word, since I felt completely
out of my depths. But Paul and I talked gamely about literature and life during his office hours,
and he responded well to my poetry. For several semesters afterward, I kept bumping into him
on campus or in town. On our first real date, we had drinks at his house, talking nonstop until
dawn—and I stayed for forty years.Some said we had absolutely nothing in common. Paul and I
came from distinctly different cultures, generations, and ethnic backgrounds. We flew to different
nations when we dreamt—mine were anxiously American, his were a fabulist’s rural England.
American culture was the backdrop I grew up with, but because Paul discovered it as an adult,
he never took its oddities (such as eating corn on the cob) for granted. Eighteen years older than
I, he grew up in an English village during WWII, listened to swing music, and had memories of
being bombed. I was a baby boomer, steeped in Beatles-era rock ’n’ roll. My father owned a
McDonald’s. When it came to literary style, we both preferred the opulent to the sparse. We
prized books brimming with poetic descriptions, offbeat characters, and picturesque ideas. But
our taste in other things varied. He relished bold and flamboyant designs; I preferred the
intricate, ambiguous, delicate.Paul patrolled the darker recesses of the night—writing in a semi-
trance, or watching tapes of cricket matches—until retreating to slumber at last at 5 or 6 a.m.
Songbirds migrate at night, and in my imagination I twinned his restlessness with their lunar
flights. I, on the other hand, was bewitched by daylight. I woke at dawn and greeted him with a
gentle tag, you’re it hand slap before he climbed into bed. He always waited for me to wake
before he went to sleep, so that he could kiss me good morning and good night. He called our
relay “the Changing of the Guard,” and did a fair (if nakedly dangling) imitation of the Queen’s
stiff-legged soldiers in tall black hats and red jackets marching in front of Buckingham
Palace.Drowsily heading into the kitchen to make a cup of tea, I knew I’d find a little hand-
scrawled love note awaiting me, a gung-ho welcome to the world again after a nighttime away,
which he’d attached to the refrigerator door by a magnetic bat, alligator, whale, lion, wolf, flower,
or airplane, depending on his mood. A new note appeared almost every day for decades.
Instead of signing his notes, he would draw himself with curly hair, svelte shape, pointed feet, full-
stop eyes, and delirious smile. It was his version of a cartouche or a royal seal, meant to keep
me company until he awoke at noon. Sometimes I accused him of being a maggoty-headed
misanthrope, who haunted the wee hours to avoid having a social life. But I supposed his
circadian rhythms were simply off-kilter because he had been a night owl since
childhood.Working from home meant we could vary snack and coffee breaks, change our desks
or view, goof off, drink on the job, even spend the day in pajamas, and often meet to gossip or
share ideas. On the other hand, we bossed ourselves around, set impossible goals, and
demanded longer hours than office jobs usually entail. It was the ultimate “flextime,” in that it



depended on how flexible we felt each day, given deadlines, distractions, and workaholic
crescendos.Our studies offered a good example of our essential natures. Paul’s was a pack rat’s
haven: balsa airplanes; eight pairs of cheap, dusty sunglasses (all aviator style); a windup
miniature skull; a plastic six-shooter; his father’s WWI medals, framed; a do-it-yourself Egyptian
mummy-making kit; a Cockney rhyming dictionary; a collage he’d made that blended paint with
flattened wads of green chewing gum, used matchsticks, and labels from a box of La Tropical
cigars; boxes of crayons and colored pencils; a never-used soap lion; a blue and white Ebook
Libraryian mask; classical CDs stacked unevenly, like geological strata, on every free ledge; a
gray filing cabinet full of old clothes he hated to part with; crumpled manila folders fat with letters;
tall heaps of books, papers, research materials—all the curious accumulata of a bustling
novelist’s life. One needed a guide dog and map to navigate the room. Possibly it reminded him
of the craggy English moors.In the cork-lined alcove where he typed, there were no windows to
usher in the outside world, no daylight. “I don’t need nature,” he once told me. “I can create it.” He
never touched a computer. On an old blue-and-gray Smith Corona—a classic, leaden typewriter
with long strike arms, noisy carriage, and well-worn, begrimed keys—he furnished one lavish
fictive world after another and inhabited them with a cavalcade of engagingly kooky people,
producing dozens of books during our years together. When he was dubbed a Chevalier of the
Order of Arts and Letters by the French government, I pronounced him “Chevy,” which became
one of his nicknames.My study, on the other hand, was all windows festooned with bright floral
drapery. Stained-glass magnolias framed a bay window, beyond which a large old real magnolia
swelled. A tall curiosity cabinet of shelves held pottery “storyteller” dolls from Indian pueblos, the
“Oldest Bird House on Earth” built from local fossils, framed photographs of family and friends, a
miniature Frank Lloyd Wright window, carved jade monkeys and flowers I inherited from my
mother, and a mannequin hand, whose pose I often changed. A computer with a large sleek
monitor presided over the desk, and a laptop waited in the bay window. Tattered, faded, ripped-
out newspaper and magazine clippings filled a series of wooden filing cabinets and overflowing
three-ring binders I affectionately called my “portable universe,” a repository of things I found
curious. The walls had been painted the yellow of spring light in the forest, and oriental area rugs
softened an oatmeal-colored wooden floor. Photos of monk seals, bats, and other endangered
animals I’d worked with graced the walls. I worshipped nature, roamed the world of nonfiction,
biked most days, and shmoozed a lot with friends. Paul could easily accommodate violence and
evil into his imagination, work, and sensibility. I couldn’t; I didn’t even like movies to end
unhappily.Paul had a different kind of memory from mine, an almost perfect recall—his dark past
(wars, poverty, early marriage, years of turmoil) was a country he could homestead. I preferred
Zen’s idea of living mindfully in the moment. I was more concerned with social issues than he,
and felt drawn to volunteer work in the community. His sense of community wasn’t local; it
spanned seas and eras.In our writing lives, Paul was a born phrasemaker, and I loved phrases,
too; but we didn’t construct them in the same way. His were more flamboyant and allusive, such
as describing Oxford dons as “noetic pharaohs” and old bread as “sprouting its beard.” To a



large extent he searched for arresting images as fishhooks to pull up all sorts of thrashing
memories. I used imagery more for defining experience. Indeed, that’s one key way in which our
creative processes differed.He was without exception the most deliciously quirky person I’d ever
met, a classic British eccentric of myth and legend, right out of a P. G. Wodehouse novel. He
wouldn’t touch or be near fresh fruit, beets, cucumbers, or tomatoes. He didn’t leave the house
much; instead he was abundantly happy to talk with friends in letters or on the phone. He hated
wind, rain, snow—truly, any weather if not sunny and mild. He didn’t like wearing clothes, and
cheerily strolled around the house and yard like one of Dubuffet’s naked pink men. Because
society requires clothes he did make concessions: in the summer he wore swim shorts and a
blue short-sleeved shirt when we went out, and in the winter he wore a velour jogging suit in
unvarying shades of black, gray, or blue. But never, ever socks. At least once he flew home to
England lugging a ream of typing paper, which he sat on, “to soften it up.”One day, when we
were out driving, he asked me rather urgently to close the sunroof.“Why?” I asked.“I don’t like
space above me,” he said. I smiled. This was a new one.“You know, dear,” I replied as evenly as
possible, “if you’re very lucky, you’re going to have space above you for a long time on this
planet.” Then I closed the sunroof anyway.I found his eccentricities novel and amusing, in part
because they weren’t an affectation but grew naturally, like crystals, in the cave of his personality.
They sprang unconsciously from a childhood in an English coal-mining town; early absorption of
its customs and values; and a deeply eccentric family, in which it was typical to pay a call on
relatives only to find aunts, uncles, and cousins all napping naked in the living room with open
books covering their privates. The unique society of his brain cells was more than a little different
from my own mental colony, but we granted one another most-favored nation status.When asked
about the secret to our decades-long duet, I sometimes teased that we stayed together for the
sake of the children—each was the other’s child. And we were both wordsmiths, cuddle-mad,
and extremely playful. But who can say why two people become a couple, that small principality
of mutual protection and regard? Couples are jigsaw puzzles that hang together by touching in
just enough points. They’re never total fits or misfits. In time, a pair invents its own
commonwealth, complete with anthems, rituals, and lingos—a cult of two with fallible gods. All
couples play kissy games they don’t want other people to know about, and all regress to infants
from time to time, since, though we marry as adults, we don’t marry adults. We marry children
who have grown up and still rejoice in being children, especially if we’re creative. Imaginative
people fidget with ideas, including the idea of a relationship. If they’re wordsmiths like us, they
fidget a lot in words.So our household had been saturated in wordplay. We relaxed with
“Cheater’s Scrabble,” in which we combined several sets, didn’t feel confined by the edges of the
board; accepted puns, phrases, and foreign terms; and played not to win but to tie. It seemed
more cordial that way. “RareJaponesquedstool” morphed into “RareJaponesquedstoolpigeon.”
Every day we did the Word Jumble in the newspaper. Puns littered our idle chatter. Paul never
spoke my given name. Instead, he made up pet names for me, which evolved. “Pi” became
“pilot” became “pilotpoet.” The full menagerie of our animal love included kissel panther and lion,



camel and bewilderbeast, roseate spoonbill and bush-kitten, bunny and swan, among many
other passionate critters.A lifelong aficionado of classical music, Paul had the habit of
extemporizing operettas about me throughout the day, singing in his rich baritone such ad hoc
ditties as: “She has a lovely little smile, / dark brown eyes like chocolate drops, / into which I
plunnnge, and Cliffs of Dover whiteness to her teeth, / above and beneeeeath.” I’d be washing
the dishes, Paul would be on his way to the garage, and he’d idly start singing—barely loud
enough for me to hear—“She washes the dishes, / rub-a-dub-dub, / soaps up the pots, / la, la-la,
la, la . . .” launching into an improvisatory song about the glories of sudsy domesticity. One spring
day, when we were going out and I decided I didn’t need a sweater after all, he trilled:Please
leave your sweaters at home,if you are driven to roam.You can wear a bikiniand eat some
linguini,but please leave your sweaters at home!Well, that was all the invitation I needed, and as
we drove down the little asphalt road to the farm store, we piled on more lunatic verses involving
kimonos, tuxedos, and flamingos.Writing mainly in different genres, we thought it best to have
separate agents and publishers, and our books rarely appeared at the same time. In our
household, whenever possible, we didn’t allow the other to read reviews that were hatchet jobs
or poisonously ad hominem. We had both received both and knew it was easy enough to
inadvertently push someone’s button and be bombed to smithereens.On those blessedly rare
occasions, we offered comfort and hope from someone who had walked a mile in his shoes and
fully understood the other’s hurt. Reading each other’s manuscripts first and last, we served an
important role as ally, editor, critic, and advisor. I tended to be kind to a fault; Paul had a
mercurial temper and didn’t suffer fools.Once, in a writing seminar, when a student kept
defending an abysmally written story with a self-flattery that finally strained the class’s goodwill,
Paul lost his cool and declared sharply: “Listen, I’d rather lie naked in a plowed field under an
incontinent horse for a week than have to read that paragraph again!”For thirty years, he had
taught graduate fiction writing, and also contemporary European and Latin American literature at
Penn State. He was infamous for making his students’ brains hurt from the strain of learning how
to juggle complex ideas. One day I passed a student of his in the hallway holding his head under
the gush of a drinking fountain, trying to cool his mind after grappling with some of Samuel
Beckett’s hilariously thorny fiction in Paul’s class.In addition to being a collegiate and county
cricket player in his youth, and an RAF officer who lectured on giving good lectures, he garnered
several degrees, including a coveted First from Oxford, one of only four given in literature that
year. I don’t know how Oxford may have changed since those post–World War II days, but at the
time there were only two ways to earn a First—the rough equivalent of an A+ and a guarantee of
a sterling job—by breathtaking feats of scholarship or by sheer dazzle. A working-class boy on a
scholarship to Oxford, he managed to do both. The dazzle came easy because Paul had a
draper’s touch for the unfolding fabric of a sentence, and he collected words like rare
buttons.CHAPTER 3THE TESTS REVEALED THAT PAUL HAD A MASSIVE STROKE, one
tailored to his own private hell. In the cruelest of ironies for a man whose life revolved around
words, with one of the largest working English vocabularies on earth, he had suffered immense



damage to the key language areas of his brain and could no longer process language in any
form. Though not visible in the CAT scan’s chiaroscuro world, other vital language areas had
also wilted, leaving a labyrinth of fragile liaisons hushed. Global aphasia, it’s called. Paul’s
aphasia was indeed global, round as his head, a grief encompassing our whole world. I’d never
heard the expression before, and didn’t want to think about the full cartography of loss. Yet I had
no choice because someone had to make decisions about his care—informed, clear-headed
decisions.Where was the tutelary angel who should descend at such times and restore the
everydayness of things? I felt acutely unqualified. I hadn’t volunteered for this job, and never
would have, given how much was at stake. I didn’t want to be responsible for my loved one’s life.
Sitting in his hospital room while he was enduring more tests floors below, I could picture him in
my mind’s eye, glowing red with warmth as he was wheeled through the chilly haunts of the
hospital, could track his travels as if I were a pit viper sensing his heat through tunnels
underground. I felt very much alone, scalded by my own ineptitude, and thought: Forget angels.
Where are all the grown-ups when one really needs one?I knew his plight wasn’t unique.
Browsing the pamphlets I’d picked up in the waiting room, I discovered that stroke is the number
one cause of long-term adult disability in the United States. Paul was now among the 5 to 6
million American stroke survivors, and of those he’d joined the ranks of over 1 million Americans
living with aphasia—a void of language, a frustrating perpetual tip-of-the-tongue memory loss, a
mute torturer of words, a jumbler of lives. Aphasia doesn’t just cripple one’s use of words, but the
use of any symbols, including the obvious ones: numbers, arrows, semaphore, sign language,
Morse code. But also the lightning bolt that spells electrical danger, the three triangles that warn
of radiation, the intersecting arcs that announce a biohazard, the cross that locates a hospital on
a map, even the paper-doll man and woman on restroom doors.In 1861, French neurosurgeon
Paul Broca inspected the brain of a dead patient, known as Tan, who’d suffered from an unusual
complaint. Although he understood language, he could neither speak nor write. All he could say
was the one syllable—Tan. Broca discovered a large lesion in the lower left front of Tan’s brain,
and when he autopsied the brains of other patients in similar straits and found matching
wounds, he declared the peanut-sized area the home of language. That was the first patch of the
brain pegged to a specific function, and it still bears Broca’s name. Ten years later, German
neurologist Carl Wernicke realized that patients with a lesion in the left rear of the brain often
spoke incoherently, and he flagged this second area as key to comprehending language.For the
longest time, people believed that the neural pathways of language curved along a Silk Road,
journeying from Wernicke’s area to Broca’s, and when Paul had his stroke, that’s what all the
textbooks taught and I accepted. But recent strides in brain imaging now suggest that word
signals spread widely, detour through mazy souks in the temporal lobe, and strike Wernicke’s
and Broca’s almost in parallel. It seems those two classic word-mills don’t so much specialize as
conspire to fabricate language, and other artisans contribute to the neural weave.When we hear
a noise, the brain analyzes the incoming stimuli, asking itself: Is that weird yammering human? Is
it a syllable, a real word, just nonsense sounds? If it resembles speech, the brain conjures up the



memory of how certain words sound, associates them with meaning, and furnishes instructions
on how to use the muscles of the tongue, throat, lips, and mouth to dispatch a reply.In so-called
convergence zones, cargo from the senses combines with emotions, resemblances, a tangle of
memories, and other mental spices. As neural traders hobnob (wiring and firing together), they
grow stronger ties in the process, establishing a quick route for future trade. The brain relies on
such guilds of neurons firing in synchrony, but they don’t have to be neighbors. They don’t even
have to share the same hemisphere. Still, they forge vast assemblies of cells. One such
convergence zone in the parietal lobe, gravely damaged during Paul’s stroke, is associated with
drawing meaning and emotion from language, with providing music’s rhythmic enchantment,
numbers’ clout, writing’s constellations, telling left from right, directing thoughts outward to the
bright spangled world, and deflecting thoughts inward to judge a feeling or hatch a plan. Adding
to the carnage, adjacent cells that spur movement can be injured, too. It’s the equivalent of
knocking out a state’s electrical grids. After that comes a cascade of silently detonating
disabilities.My mind raced. In an instant, Paul had moved to a land of foreigners, whose
language he didn’t speak and who couldn’t understand him. He’d become the unspoken, the
unspeakable. In our most talkative of worlds, where lovers coo and confide, friends and family
chatter, employers dictate, stores pitch, and all the ready forms of entertainment for the
sedentary or sick (TV, books, doctor’s office magazines, newspaper, movies) babble language.
Suddenly he could not comment, share thoughts, voice feelings, describe hurts or desires, ask
for help.Over the next day, Paul slept a lot, thank heavens, and, in a stupor, I dragged home to
shower and nap, and also cancel upcoming book tour events. I needed to let the venues know
so that, with any luck, people might see the last-minute “canceled because of family illness”
postings. But I still felt guilty imagining them arriving at events only to find a cryptic sign awaiting
them. I emailed editors who expected work to be turned in, and canceled all assignments. My
project lay in a narrow bed across the lake.ON DAY TWO, I swooped up the highway edging
Lake Cayuga, a cavernous lake too murky for scuba diving, with a rumored underground
passage connecting it to Lake Seneca, and a legend of long-necked monsters. Small white sails
battled chop on the steel-blue water. I’d admired the lake thousands of times, and glimpsed it
while driving thousands more. It always looked different, depending on its mood, and mine. As I
drove, it stabbed at the corner of one eye, shining dimly, not glacial at all, but like some impure
metal, with slaggy brown inlets, and at times a glaring surface tense as aluminum. Every
landmark I passed held spring-loaded memories.The hospital is located on a hill overlooking the
lake, and just past the Finger Lakes Massage School, Paleontological Research Institute, and
Museum of the Earth, which houses over 2 million species of fossils. Paul used to chuckle about
the road being an avenue not of pines but of spines, traveling from spiny trilobites to spinal taps,
and enjoyed the jazzy rhythm of the fossil syllables: “Cenozoic benthic foraminifera.” Whenever
we drove past it, he’d pronounce “mollusk” very slowly and roundly, just for the mouth-feel.Near
the hospital intersection, a roadwork sign warned: BE PREPARED TO STOP AT ANY MOMENT.
I felt my jaw dropping. It sounded like a warning, and also a reminder, as if I needed one, that



most likely I wouldn’t be hearing Paul say “Cenozoic benthic foraminifera” anytime soon. Or
playfully rounding out “mollusk,” either. Would we ever laugh together again? Glancing down to
find myself grinding one fist on the steering wheel, I wondered, How long have I been doing
that? but kept right on doing it. Parking, then a space walk into the hospital.When at last I braced
myself and entered Paul’s room, I crossed the threshhold into a world that was unfamiliar, with
an unfamiliar man lying in it. Although he looked like Paul, he wore a distorted scowl, and
seemed to unhinge his whole body in a vain attempt to speak, reeling upright, flexing his
shoulders at odd angles and flailing his arms against the bed. Then he switched to just a facial
tantrum—cheeks, eyelashes, jowls, and nose writhing as he desperately fought to communicate
something. His mouth slouched to the right, his lip curled, and for a moment all I could see was a
glint of drool at the corner of his mouth, a thin shiny trail like the rune left by a slug.“Hi, honey,” I
said, trying to rally a small smile from somewhere in the coal-pits of my belly.He stared at me, his
eyes declaring: What on earth are you driving at?Then he fidgeted about in a vain attempt to
muster all the aggregate parts of his being, but only finding a blurred view of what had once
moved in unison, he spluttered: “Mem.” When I didn’t respond, bringing down his clenched fist
on the bed railing, he repeated it in loud italics: “MEM, MEM, MEM!”“Easy now, easy, quiet
down, it’s okay,” I said in what I hoped was a calming tone, the same one I’d used as a coed to
quiet headstrong riding-school horses when I was afraid one might gallop into a tree. But his
flare up shook me so much that I had trouble steadying my voice.Paul would tell me later that he
felt different than before, newly embedded in himself, as if trapped in statuary. His room seemed
to be full of Hopi dancers and dazzling as Mardi Gras. Almost festive. He felt his teeth blink.
Something pagan was going on, with a mad ring to it, like a disturbed vibraphone. People were
speaking a foreign language. Maybe Senegalese or Quechua. And they didn’t seem aware of
the pandemonium light show and cacophony he was enduring.When I tried to wrap an arm
around him, he threw it off.“How are you?” I persisted.He struggled to respond, then he spat a
little sound—whgggggggg—as if he were blowing at a candle, followed by a sibilant parade of
s’s. On he wrestled, and the more words eluded him, the more frustrated he became, until his
temper boiled, his face flushed, his jaw opened and closed in silent damnation, and his eyes
darted around the room. At last, he glared at me with pupils tiny and hard as BBs. Suddenly he
clenched his fists and thrashed his arms as he shouted: “MEM-MEM-MEM-MEM-MEM!”I
flinched, and seeing that he’d scared me, he quieted down.“I wish I could understand you,” I
said, more to myself than to Paul.When I reached for his trembling hand, he yanked it away. Thus
far, his tantrum hadn’t invaded his legs and feet, which seemed somehow immune to all the
turmoil. How strange—his temper stalked only his face and torso, while his lower body stayed
calm, free from his rage. I’d once heard that Inuit dancers, to conserve their body heat, danced
while seated on fur rugs, using only their upper bodies. Was his brain playing favorites and
saving energy in a similar way?It was an exhausting one-way conversation. I repeated: “How are
you?” Not meaning anything by the question except I’m here, I’m sharing your suffering, I wish I
could help you.Paul looked at me with controlled exasperation. All that came back from him was



a yawning croak twice, a silent cough three times, and “MEM” barked seven times, and finally
murmured almost inaudibly, like the last word from a dying man, as if this syllable alone formed
the basis of some life to come. He later told me that he already hated that willful word that
sprang loose and clogged his mouth, over and over, no matter what he longed to say. In his
mind’s eye, he saw the syllable compulsively scurrying, like a rat in pursuit of a sandwich. If only
the right word would present itself, his eyes said, I could still be saved.“Mem, mem, mem,” I
repeated quietly.“Mem, mem, mem,” he echoed back with a desolation that broke my heart.Paul
fell silent. But the rest of our new habitat was noisy. Remote voices sounded like cats scratching
on wood, or monastic prayers, and grew louder as they approached our room, striking a distinct
sentence or two as they passed—“Wouldn’t you think?”“I dunno”—before dwindling to sound
scraps once more, recognizable only as the distant lilt of human pipes. Low-heeled shoes
shuffled past on the linoleum floors. Anonymous skirts and jackets swished like the breath
sounds of small whales. Unseen trays and trolleys clanked and clattered through the hallway.
Inside the room, the wild tone—that barely-audible background stir we perceive as silence—
included purring machines, syncopated pings, the wind shushing behind buttoned-up windows,
and faintly humming walls.“Hawk! Hawk! Hawk! Hawk! Hawk! Hawk!” several crows warned one
another so loudly that Paul and I both swooped our eyes toward the windows, searching
instinctively for the danger from above of their alarm call, a strident clamor we’d heard often
enough in our own backyard. I half expected to see the speckled bloomers of a red-tail perching
on the window ledge.“Must be a hawk around,” I said, mustering a little chat to fill the silence, to
help keep up morale.Paul settled back rigidly on the bed, looking like a sad fallen old idol. Even
the crows can communicate, his eyes seemed to say.WAS I GETTING used to his not speaking?
Maybe so, because the next day I began noticing other changes, like his weak, claw-bent hand
trying to grip the hospital blanket and tug it up tighter as he settled into a comfortable position.
During the stroke, his misfiring brain had told two fingers that something was terribly wrong and
to protect themselves by tightening. But the muscles that bend joints are bigger and stronger
than those that extend joints, and they always win. Ah, those scrambled nerve signals, I thought,
they’re forcing his pinkie and ring finger to contract and stay clenched like this. Poor guy.Too
easily, without warning, my mind kept switching between attention and sensation: the autopilot a
parent flies when tending a sick child, and a bedeviled swirling. At home, I thought I heard a
unique sound of summer nights in the country: the occasional small sneezes of skunks and
raccoons clearing dust from their noses as they snuffle in the dirt and forage through garbage.
How we’d loved that sultry July evening when a mother skunk had marched her four kits past the
screen door and across the patio. Striped from birth, the young are born blind, deaf, and furry, so
we’d assumed they were on one of their first patrols and that mom kept a well-clawed burrow
somewhere in the yard.“They don’t look real, do they?” Paul, tickled with wonder.I’d tugged at his
sleeve in Look, look! excitement. “Each one with a little white cap—perfect!—and an exclamation
point down its nose! Sweet.”“I could use the tails as paintbrushes. . . . Want one as a pet?” He’d
sounded half serious.I’d smacked his hand lightly. “No, no, wild animals stay where they



belong.”“Do we belong indoors?”“Point taken.”He’d curled an arm around my shoulder.
“Anywhere with you, my lamb.”I’d baahed quietly. Night was falling then, and humans belonged
undercover at least.Not in the belly of a hospital for any length of time. Lifting his hand now as if it
were a large, delicate seashell, I pried open the fingers and wrapped them around a Styrofoam
cone lying on the bed for that purpose. This was like a trick I’d used at home with tight knee-high
socks, fresh from the wash, forcing their fibers to stretch by wrapping them around flexible
plastic hoops. Did it really work on the textiles of flesh and bone? At least it prevented his
fingernails from gouging his palm, but the cone kept slipping free, since Styrofoam is slick and
his hand, swollen from lack of use, had already grown stiff and inflexible. Again I lifted what had
been a beefy, reassuring paw, which didn’t feel like Paul’s hand any longer, but bloated and cool.
More like the hand of a drowned sailor, washed ashore on the pebbled beach of the cold lake.
The thought gave me goose bumps.“The nurse said to elevate your hand to ease the swelling,” I
murmured as I propped it up on a pillow. Paul looked at me blankly, making it clear that he hadn’t
a clue what I was saying, but would peacefully surrender a body part there was no use in fighting
over.A young aide appeared and guided him into the bathroom, and to my horror I watched a
strange drama unfolding as Paul tried to groom himself.“Here you go, Mr. West,” she said,
handing him a black plastic comb. “Would you like to comb your hair?”There was a time, long
ago, when raking his thick hair with such small tines would have left the comb gap-toothed.
Using both hands, he now held the comb for a moment and considered it as if it were an object
from deep space. Then he struggled to wrap his puffy fingers around it, and dragged the comb
along the side of his head, smoothing his hair, not combing it, as if he’d forgotten how a comb
worked, but remembered where it went and the general motion. Was combing your hair difficult?
I tried to remember when I first learned how to hold a comb, and what movements guided what
mirror images, which motions led to which results. But I couldn’t travel that far back into the
electric mists of my childhood.The aide repositioned the comb, holding Paul’s burly hand in her
small one, steering it gently. I struggled to keep my hopes from plummeting. How much of his
difficulty came from sheer bewilderment, I wondered, how much from lack of coordination? The
end result was the same either way, and not just with combing. Hamfisted fumbling when he
tried to open the water taps at the sink, which he couldn’t manage without assistance. Confusion
about how to lower himself safely onto the low toilet, and after that a look of humble desperation
as he gripped a wad of toilet paper in one hand, not knowing how to use it, his eyes silently
pleading for my help.“Here you go. Take it slowly. You’ll be all right.” I could only babble
reassuringly, though I doubted he understood, and I hadn’t a clue what his future might hold. No
one did. Your poor battered brain, I thought, trying to peer through bone on the left side of his
head, to where the brain stores the memories of how things are done, how to perform simple
tasks. His stroke somewhere in that region had clearly unskilled him. Now his years had come
unglued.Walking back to bed, he veered and tottered, hands jutting out from his sides and then
reaching in front of him, as if he were navigating through a dimly lit house. He could see well
enough for the short journey, but all of his senses had been rattled by the stroke, it was as if (he



later said) someone had reached a hand inside his head and turned the dials up high—
everything was too loud, too bright, too fast—and he could no longer trust his eyes. He wasn’t
walking the way most adults do, with only one foot on the ground at a time and the legs swinging
as a double pendulum. More like stepping over rock fragments at the bottom of a cliff: lifting one
foot, putting it back down without moving forward, lifting the other foot, taking a step. And
sleepwalker’s hands. It was nothing I had seen before. He didn’t walk like a one-year-old,
discovering how. He walked as if he were inventing walking for the first time. Not the breezy
strides of a professor across a dappled quad, not the spry shuffle of playing croquet on the lawn,
not the march down the driveway to collect the mail.The bed might just as well have been a
rowboat lashed to a dock in a hurricane. Pressing a button, the aide lowered it as far as possible,
and turned Paul sideways, planting his weak right hand on the bed rail. But Paul didn’t seem to
understand that he needed to lift one leg up while leaning forward in a controlled fall, while
simultaneously swiveling onto his side. It wasn’t one motion at all, but three contrary moves. I
hadn’t thought about the complexity of climbing into bed before. How can the body forget that? I
rushed with tenderness as I watched him struggling with a skill he’d practiced at least thirty
thousand times in his seventy-five years. With a half-jump from Paul, a heave from the aide, and
a tug from me, he finally landed in bed, on his back, out of puff, and the aide raised the bed once
more.All I’d done was stand nearby, and tug when needed, walk nowhere, say little, lift nothing—
and yet I felt winded and tired.At breakfast, a cheery young man delivered the local newspaper,
which Paul had idly perused during his pre-stroke weeks in the hospital, when, exiled across
town from his house and haunts, he was desperately in need of distractions. He’d enjoyed its
small-town flavor—diner closing for health reasons, hospital planning a new wing, bloody shoes
found in a murder trial, zebra mussels invading the inlet, historic building preservations, a man
cleared of shooting his mother-in-law with a shotgun on the grounds that he mistook her for a
raccoon, citizens sharing pothole alerts. Now the paper lay untouched, and after a while I
handed it to him, thinking that, even if he couldn’t speak, maybe, just maybe, he could read a
headline or two, or at least look at the photographs?Paul dutifully accepted the newspaper, and
opened it with a crackling flourish, holding it like an oversized storybook or menu. He stared
vaguely at the pages, one after another, until his brow began puckering and he grew bewildered.
He knew he should be doing something with the newspaper. But whatever the something was, it
wasn’t happening. The mossy-smelling, freshly inked letters were just two-dimensional daubs,
arranged tidily, but completely without meaning. Paul cocked his head and squinted as he tried
to decipher the arcane symbols, flustered, but also a little embarrassed. At last he set the paper
down, glanced at me hard as if I’d ambushed him, glanced away.Oh my god, he really can’t read!
I realized, as the enormity of his affliction began seeping even deeper into my ken. Not the signs
in the hall—Entrance, Lavatory, Danger—not street signs. Not the thousands of books in our
library at home that we’ve painstakingly, joyously collected over the years. Not Shakespeare,
Rilke, or Beckett. Not his own work.On the wall, an oversized clock ticked away the hours,
though he couldn’t pronounce the numbers, couldn’t do numbers period. His parietal lobe had



been crippled, and in it somewhere, all the accountants had died.“Do you know what time it is?” I
asked, still grasping for the miracle of a right answer, any sign at all of improvement. His gaze
followed mine to the clock, and he knew that time had something to do with the moon-faced
white object on the wall decorated with cryptic symbols. I later learned that they reminded him of
markings on the debris supposedly left by a UFO at Area 51.Beneath the clock, glaring at him
like some Kafkaesque depravity, hung a white wipe-board on which aides wrote each day’s
schedule in large block letters. All day long, he faced that roll call of the nurses on duty and the
rendezvous with physical and speech therapists that awaited him. Unable to glean even the
slightest shred of meaning from the schedule, he floated anxiously, with nerves frayed and
scrambled, through blurred time, not knowing who or what would come next.“But such
sensations and noises belonged presumably to no one else,” he would tell me later, “and I took
pride in that, while yearning for the quiet I once knew. I, who had been a little slothful, now felt
constantly agitated. Yes, it was all a matter of what came next. Life had seemed to me a toss-up
between not knowing what came next and a bright insistent message that everything was all
right. I had no idea what or who or when. Only where, only here, and even that was hazy.“I was a
case of a man who had come round from delirium to find a cascade of minute changes in his
world, which couldn’t be ignored as the big bustle of everyday living took charge. I sensed in the
complex fabric of my being that I had been remarkably altered. Changes irrevocable and final. I
accepted these hammer blows from creation as overdue, as part of the mystery that people
simply have to be dispatched for other people to replace them.”My own mind returned to the
chilling road sign: BE PREPARED TO STOP AT ANY MOMENT. Then, instead of a void or a
blockade, I remembered a day I happened upon Paul in our library, humming happily as he
rummaged through his treasures. He collected spotters’ guides to world aircraft; lavishly
illustrated views of astronomy and the oceans; airplane magazines; British schoolboys’
adventures; accounts of WWII; movie guides; and biographies of composers, boxers, cricket
players, gunmen of the Old West, and UFO abductees. On this occasion he was searching
through his old railway timetables from countries he’d never visited (just because he enjoyed
imagining the trains chugging through the landscapes) for a nineteenth-century schedule of tea
trains in Ceylon. Not even for research. He just wanted to thumb through it in the sun and
imagine catching a ride.“I see you’re up to your old tricks,” was all I’d needed to say.“It’s that, or
pack a duffel bag for India . . . ah-hah!” He pulled a moth-eaten pocket-size booklet from a shelf.
“This is cheaper.”What would he thumb through now? Maybe photography books . . .A green-
garbed cafeteria worker swooshed in bearing a tray, plunked it down heavily on a side table, and
I helped swivel it into position over Paul’s bed. Hovering, I supported his back with extra pillows
so that he could sit up straight, as we’d been soberly instructed to do since Paul was having
difficulty swallowing and he’d be less likely to choke if sitting upright. Then I coaxed him to lean
forward as he ate, and urged him to take very small bites. Meal trays offered soft food and stiff
trials.“Here’s your spoon, honey.” I handed him the normal cafeteria spoon, which twiddled right
out of his fingers and rang as it hit the floor. Next he tried a spoon with a fat handle—more like



the Styrofoam cone—better for grasping. I placed it slowly in his hand and locked the fingers
around it. He moved it like a snow shovel, plowing at the scrambled eggs until some ridged onto
the spoon, then spilling most of it down his gown before it reached his mouth. He closed his eyes
in disgust and waited while I laid a towel over his chest to catch further spills. Instead of saying
“Mem, mem, mem,” he tried to pronounce something alien and profound, which came out as
“Mem, mem, mem, mem,” nonetheless. He meant: What’s wrong with me that a jam-butty can’t
fix? Jam-butty: the strawberry-jam-and-butter slabs of bread that highlighted his childhood. If the
jam made it to his mouth, that is, without plummeting down his chest.“That’s okay. Your
coordination is a little off. Try again.”Wrapping his fingers around the log-like handle, I helped him
scoop up eggs and aim for his mouth, which he opened much wider than he needed to, offering
a gaping target, and I thought he smiled a little as the eggs fell in. But with a rubbery,
uncoordinated jaw, his mouth couldn’t trap the food, a dash of which seeped from one corner
and onto the towel, creating a lumpy yellow tie. Quickly he wiped his chin with the towel,
smeared it really. Paul looked horrified by the mess he had become. Yet he insisted on trying to
feed himself again. Up came another spoonful, but soon after liftoff his spoon tilted sideways,
spilling the yellow curds onto the lip of his plate. Still holding the spoon aloft, swinging it
sideways like a construction crane, he began searching his tray for the fallen egg, unable to find
it.“It’s right here.” I collected the morsels with a cafeteria spoon and fed him by hand, as if
feeding a baby, stunned by the new routine. One minute I was crying at home, the next spoon
feeding my husband.It was becoming painfully clear that he would need lots of rehabilitation to
be able to return home—if living at home was even possible. If not, I would need to consider the
unthinkable, the unspeakable, something so mind-blowing I didn’t dare give it words lest they act
as a jinx, something that felt too old, too wrong. A nursing home. How could this be? Was life
really so different than it had been only days ago?Wistfully, I replayed a phone conversation we’d
had just a few weeks before. I was on the West Coast, and we’d talked for half an hour or so,
about nothing, about everything, including a painful predicament I’d found myself in with a good
friend.“Some mess, huh?” I’d simmered into the mouthpiece of the telephone. “How can anyone
not love life, when given enough time it will exercise absolutely all the tender little muscles of
one’s heart?”“You are an earth ecstatic,” I’d heard Paul sigh.“Was there any doubt?”“Just don’t
get too nutsy about looking for answers,” he’d advised, half seriously. “As Confucius said, enjoy
the heist. Don’t buck the current. Try to keep on top of the dung heap. Maybe you’ll find the open-
sesame of matter after all.”I’d laughed and parried: “If I were Herod in the middle of the Massacre
of the Innocents, I would pause just to marvel at the confusion of that image!”“Listen, puddin’
cheeks . . .”“Puddin’ cheeks?” My eyebrows had leapt up.“It’s part of my British ethnic revival. I’ve
got to get back to work before the secretary blows the whistle on me.”“Blows your what? Sure
you wouldn’t like to step into the darkroom with me and see what develops?” I’d said this in my
best Mae West voice.“Ha-ha . . . something just occurred to me.”“What’s that?”“We can go on
meeting like this,” he’d said tenderly. “Over and over and over.”“Thank God.”Then semi-jokingly:
“. . . You know, your agnosticism is much too vocative to take seriously . . .”“Hey, I thought we just



finished that part of the conversation. This is the part of the conversation where we make nice-
nice and hang up.”I tried to push the memory away, but it floated like an iceberg, glassy, blue-
streaked, riddled with air bubbles from an earlier age. Was that flavorful part of my life really
over?As the hours splintered and Paul underwent another barrage of tests, my hope died a little
with each one. His brain was woefully scrambled by the stroke, and, worst of all, he kept
throwing childlike tantrums.“What shall we do?” I asked Dr. Ann, my voice flattened by despair.
“Maybe I should take him to a rehab center somewhere? I looked up some on the Internet, and
there’s one at the University of Michigan that sounds like it might be good. . . . I can’t believe I
have to think about this. I don’t even know how to. The choices are overwhelming.”“I’ll help you,”
Ann said, wrapping a strong arm around me, a swimmer’s arm. “We’ll figure this out together.”We
were standing at the nurses’ station, out of Paul’s hearing, huddled at a counter in a wash of
stark light, as if inside one of Edward Hopper’s lonely paintings. I had little family left, Paul was
almost all of it, but, like family, Ann knew our joys and sorrows. Together we mulled over several
large urban hospitals offering intensive stroke rehabilitation programs.“I could contact a friend at
Hopkins,” she offered somberly.“But, at seventy-four,” I thought out loud, “with his heart trouble
and diabetes, could he even handle the upheaval of the trip, and cope with living in a hotel, let
alone a strange city, all the new faces—he’s so confused!—and completely unfamiliar doctors
and therapists? Could his heart take the upheaval?”“I don’t know,” she said truthfully. “And, you
know, he may have to wait a week or two for an opening . . . then we can arrange to have him
transferred. . . . Or he could stay here, and maybe go into the Rehab Unit downstairs—maybe
even tomorrow, if they have a free bed.”“There’s a rehab unit downstairs?”That was a land I
didn’t know about and had never visited. In my imagination, it existed as the Land That Time
Forgot, a preserve of dinosaur-like patients lumbering over linoleum floors. Or will it be brisker
and brighter than that, I hoped, more of a workshop for broken racing yachts?Over the years,
while he coped with diabetes and a pacemaker, the hospital had already become a too-frequent
port for Paul. Now it would be a salvage yard, for how long I didn’t know—surely a few weeks.
But that made the most sense, at least for now. I returned to Paul’s room.“MEM, MEM, MEM,
MEM?!” he demanded hoarsely, which I took to mean, Where did you go! Don’t leave me!“I was
nearby, at the nurses’ station, talking with Dr. Ann.” Bedbound as he was, I might just as well
have been in China.In a fog, without sleep, I tried to explain to Paul what was happening and
discuss where he would be going—instead of home. He understood just a fraction. “Mem,” he
uttered first pleadingly, then angrily, over and over.CHAPTER 4AS I WOKE, THE SUNLIGHT,
FILTERING IN THROUGH THE bedroom window, shimmered across the floral quilt and hit my
eyes. I raised myself languidly onto my elbows. Distant gagging and ripping sounds trickled
through the windows. But that was only the raving of crows and the downshift arpeggios of
trucks, scattered voices of summer. I dropped back onto the bed with a groan. I used to feel a
sensuous joy in waking up, sometimes slithering around in bed for a few moments, just taking
pleasure in having limbs that glide in different directions, and enjoying the feel of the soft warm
sheet under my shoulders, before padding across the ridged carpet in bare feet to a skylit



bathroom, where I was greeted by teal and lavender tiles and a wallpaper motif of peacocks and
trees of life.Now I woke in a state of anxious hurry, rushing to wash and dress, while worrying
about how Paul might have passed the night and what momentum, if any, his brain might have
gained. The idea of breakfast simply didn’t occur. Driving to the hospital with a dry metallic taste
in my mouth, I felt as if the minerals were leaching out of my bones. I wanted somehow,
miraculously, to right the wrongs in Paul’s head. But, at the same time, I didn’t want ever to arrive
and face the helplessness and emotional turmoil that awaited me. Between those two fates, the
miles evaporated and I found myself turning into a woodsy parking lot, forgetting to lock my car
door, lumbering into the building without a sense of walking.At first it was easy to get lost in the
hospital’s maze of shiny hallways linking whole neighborhoods of rooms and winding past
departments called Emergency, Imaging, Intensive Care, that appeared out of the fluorescent
dusk like brightly lit upstate towns. Hadn’t I just passed the cafeteria and kitchen? Where was
the Rehab Unit? I pressed on, entering hallways that narrowed and widened and narrowed
again, branching like a well-lit circulatory system.Quietly, sometimes unawares, I found myself
slipping into my naturalist’s way of knowing, coping by detaching myself enough to appreciate
the ecology of the medical world I was traveling through, rather than being totally overwhelmed
by it and drowned. No, this other sense of lost was what I needed. How coolly the brain obliges,
and isolates, compartmentalizes, shifting its gaze from one hub of action to another, composing
the tone poem of a different mood, when need be, or running a bold new face up the
flagpole.Disassociating, mindfulness, transcendence—whatever the label—it’s a sort of
loophole in our contract with reality, a form of self-rescue. Linked neurons, firing like sparklers,
make the sudden change feel seamless, and seemless. One network dims as another wakes to
high noon. Both stay wired and ready to serve, like unheated spare rooms in a large old Victorian
mansion. Why expose them all to scrutiny? Be rational about religion? Too scary; hide religion
from critical thought. Apply human codes of ethics to how we treat animals? A slippery slope;
don’t stroll there. Agonize nonstop about Paul’s stroke? It would fry the wiring; transcend if
possible. Lose yourself in nature’s dens and crevasses, and turn the key on heartache. When
you can’t, toss drop cloths over everything, lower the heat to save energy, and allow a sedated
overseer to take charge. Drift on autopilot. Just go through the motions.As I continued down
unfamiliar corridors, white-robed people, green people in green mushroom-shaped hats, and
people pushing patients on beds all passed in slow motion. But in the firmament of fluorescent
lights overhead, excited atoms were shooting electrons into higher orbits far from their home,
where they paused for a tiny fraction of a second too quick to imagine, almost immediately
tugged back down again. Falling toward their hub, the electrons released extra energy as
photons of light. Walking down an endless hallway, I smiled glumly, feeling far from my own
center.Everything about this Oz took getting used to: the uniforms, dialect, climate, food,
geography, machinery, protocols, hierarchies, and low ambient sounds of whirring, squealing,
gnashing, and incessant beeping. Stricken families were duty-bound to learn enough of its
culture to speak with the natives and help a loved one survive. So it felt right that I needed to



cross a bridge en route to the hospital, and another bridge walking from the parking lot to a set
of space-age doors that saw me coming and sprang open, let me pause a moment inside a
toasty vestibule, before the inner doors glided open, ushering me into a world apart, one with
chilly corridors and overexcited atoms.A FEW DAYS post-stroke, Paul now seemed to recognize
a spattering of words, yet he was still woefully confused. I kept waiting for him to rebound, but
the signs were ominous as I played them over in my mind. He couldn’t read the newspaper or tell
time by the large clock on the wall. He couldn’t drink without choking. He couldn’t do basic
addition. When he tried to stand, he surprised himself by how wobbly he was. He needed to be
retaught how to sit in a chair, use the toilet, work the taps in the bathroom, shave, walk without
weaving or falling. The fourth and fifth fingers on his right hand had curled into a claw. But most
of all, there was the aphasia. Although he was able to make some of his feelings known through
facial expressions and gestures, he was frustrated and furious that no one could understand his
gibberish when it clearly made sense to him. He didn’t know his own name or mine, and kept
gesturing wildly that he wanted to go home.
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ibmama, “Ackerman's superb ability to describe her feeling states helped me, dazzling.. I
appreciated EVERYTHING even though in our situation we are dealing with Vascular Dementia
and not Aphasia. I was often unable to find language for the swirling, changing and powerful
feelings as a partner, so Ackerman's descriptions were immensely helpful! Sadly, in our situation
there is no chance of improvement, only decline, but still useful. I developed more empathy for
my partner, as well, due to Paul's reflections on his diminished functioning.”

Kathleen, “Beautiful prose and knowledge. Diane Ackerman writes with spellbinding beauty and
so much needed knowledge for people like me. I would hope that if I should ever have a stroke
that my caregivers would use this book as a guide. Read this on my Kindle but plan to buy a
hard copy so I can highlight so much information, plus the dancing of her phrases. Such a
marvelous book thank you Diane”

Dennis Lynch, “BEAUTIFUL AND INSPIRING NARRATIVE. All of Ackermann's writing is
memorable, beautiful, and grounded in fact. This story of her husband's stroke and it
consequences if both helpful and affecting.”

bOOKWORM, “Bravo to a Wonderful Wife. This book would probably not be for everyone, but I
liked it. It is a very detailed account of how the author helped her husband find his way back,
more or less, from a devastating stroke. I found her patience and upbeat spirit admirable. It is
truly a story of a great love written by a great lady. She did have her challenging and
discouraging moments, but seemed to always rise above them. He is a very lucky man to have
her”

Diane, “Five Stars. Wonderful insight.....”

Como Mike, “Creative love and care. One rarely thinks of loving as a creative activity; read this
book and you'll change your mind. Ah - the phrase change your mind...very apt. Such a difficult
unfathomable task and yet Paul's story is living proof. Following his stroke he had to learn to
cope with a changed mind”
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